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Introduction 

This report will summarise the key activities of the PTSA from April 2017 to August 2017 and will include 

comment on the current academic year. The report will highlight achievements, evidence impact, report 

on finances, report on each strand, identify areas for development and how the PTSA can improve its 

service.   

 

Current General Update and Significant Issues 

The PTSA continues to develop its service for Plymouth, and build a reputation for high-quality, evidence-

based professional development. Most significantly for the PTSA and schools in Plymouth, we have been 

awarded a Strategic School Improvement Funded grant to support Oracy in Plymouth. In doing so, we have 

raised the profile of ‘Oracy’ as a thematic need in schools in Plymouth and the SW, now recognised as a 

regional priority, and raised the profile of PTSA nationally. The funding allows us to support 34 primary, 

secondary and special schools, and train SLEs for other Teaching Schools. We have been able to offer the 

training to all schools in the city, demonstrating our inclusivity. 

The Director has responded to requests from PEB, LA and the RSC to support leadership and performance 

in secondary schools in Plymouth. This has developed into a large-scale proposal on leadership 

development and peer review (including governance) that involves 57 secondary (including 9 special) 

schools in Devon, Cornwall, Dorset and Wiltshire including nearly all secondary schools in Plymouth.  

Both these SSIF projects have initiated a level of collaboration across multiple partnerships and 

stakeholders on a scale not seen before – an indication that the new systems of school improvement are 

beginning to mature. 

The appointment of Donna Briggs as Deputy Director of the PTSA has been timely, as much of Donna’s 

work has been focused on the project management of Oracy and reporting to DfE. In a short period of time 

Donna has proven her ability to manage complex tasks, and I am confident we have maintained support 

and presence in Plymouth. In addition, Ria Croot has just started, helping us balance administrative 

capacity after a challenging four months. 

PTSA are looking to support the establishment of other Teaching Schools in the city and region through the 

Aspiring Teaching School Grant. There are other schools considering bidding for TS status and the Director 

is ensuring PTSA is able to work alongside these should they become successful, ensuring there is capacity 

and expertise to support schools across the city.  

All strands are presented in this report, and each is operating well. S2S has had further successes in terms 

of Ofsted outcomes for supported schools. There are 6 further schools in discussions about new support 
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from PTSA, and a significant number of schools remain vulnerable (refer to Financial section which reports 

on S2S need).  ITE has recruited well this year and has ambitious allocations for next year. CPD has new 

leadership and teaching offers in place and subject hubs are working more efficiently. Karen Menis, Heidi 

Price and Donna Briggs have made significant impact here.  

PTSA has developed a greater social media profile, has a new website, and will be issuing its own 

fortnightly newsletter to the city.  

There are significant challenges facing the PTSA despite its reputation and high level of operation. PTSA 

needs to secure its financial and operative future this year. We received an indication from PLP that 

contributions towards salaries would end at some point this year. The Director has been requested to 

provide an additional financial report (presented in financial section below) to the LA in relation to the 

Schools’ Forum funding; the last round has not been released to PTSA. Assuming both streams of financial 

support will cease this year, alternative plans have been considered by the Director and team. Currently 

PLP are the team’s employers and contract holders, office space is provided, and we share the XERO 

finance system and some finance support (in relation to processing claims). In return we provide additional 

reputational value to PLP, and a significant contribution to Supply + through CPD and grant supported CPD.  

In addition, the Director can report PTSA wish to retain a ‘desk’ at Marjon to support ITE delivery, and this 

will come at a cost to the PTSA. The Director is anxious to ensure staff contracts with PLP are considered 

during this period of change, and we will need to consider future structures in response to any change in 

relationship with PLP which is unclear at the moment. 

 

 

In summary, the Director can report significant development for the PTSA over the last few months in 

relation to operations, structure and profile. 

Areas for future development include: 

• Securing the future of PTSA with PLP, Local Authority and for schools across the city.  

• Developing secondary support through SSIF and regional collaboration 

 

Update: PTSA Strategic Board 22.11.17 

At the PTSA Strategic Board, PTSA presented a plan for the future of the Teaching School.  

This included a proposal for retaining and developing S2S in possible partnership with the LA and PLP. This 

would ensure the large ‘resource’ i.e. LLEs, SLEs and Subject Hubs is not lost, and that support is in place 

for vulnerable schools. It was the Board’s decision to mandate the Director of PTSA continue discussions 

with the LA and PLP, as well as MATs and maintained schools.  
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Financial Report 

 
The first part of this report is a copy of an additional financial document provided to Plymouth LA in 
relation to School Forum funding and includes S2S support: 
 

PTSA Schools’ Forum Funding as of October 2017 
Additional financial report 

 
 
This is a detailed breakdown of allocated Schools’ Forum expenditure for the PTSA for the academic year 
2016-2017 as requested by Plymouth Local Authority in relation to the balance of the School Forum fund 
allocated to the PTSA to deliver school improvement. This report has been compiled by the Director of 
PTSA and quality assured by the two Teaching School Leads 
Currently the PTSA is seeking to secure its future. It is widely accepted Plymouth needs a secure and stable 
school improvement model but it is likely the function and structure of the PTSA will change in relation to 
changing policy and funding. It is not clear if, and how, PLP’s support of PTSA will change, but we have 
been warned not to expect salary support in the near future. PTSA were commissioned to deliver school 
support and improvement by Schools’ Forum, with the funding coming in 3 waves from 2015-2017. We 
understand there are changes to the ‘system’ across Plymouth and clearly wish to continue to develop 
support for the city’s schools. We have plans, for example, to develop specialist interest groups (SIGs) 
across subject hubs to better support cross-phase and secondary schools, and to further develop peer 
review. These plans, and the delivery of school-to school-support (S2S) for vulnerable schools may change 
as a result of changes in funding and the PTSA may have to change policy and practice with immediate 
effect if there is no funding for the more ‘reactive’ school support, and deployment of LLEs and SLEs. In 
addition, if salaries are at risk, there is clearly a question around the PTSA’s sustainable future. 
 
 
School Forum carry forward April 2017:        £201194 
 
Expenditure to date: 
7 x S2S claims received for           £3920 
3 x invoices from PLP for SLA £15K each -         £45K 
Administration           £3K 
 
Total spend                          £51920 
 
The balance left in fund 19 is                      £149274 
 
Total (actual) Salary and admin costs from September 2017 including on costs. (PLP currently contribute 
50% of this) 
Admin (from November):           £19651.67 
Deputy:            £37889.70 
Director:            £73621.25 
Snr Admin:            £24025.00 
Office rent and parking Marjon (t.b.c. from Dec 17)     circa £4000 
     
Total             £159187.6 
 
Total committed to S2S supported schools 
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6 schools currently mid-support (not supported by additional grants)    £14815 
EDT Peer Review (phase 2 contract t.b.c.)       circa £10000
  
Total             £24815 
 
6 schools have requested support (3x primary, 3x secondary) No costed plan at this stage. 
Estimated             £75000 
 
Estimated S2S requirement for 17/18 

• 9 schools in the city are below 40% combined (national average is 59%). These 9 schools range from 
Reach, St Christopher’s, CAST, Horizon, Eggbuckland MAT and Local Authority Schools. 3 of the 
schools are local authority schools.  

• 6 out of these 9 schools are displaying a downward trend for results, when compared to data in 
2016.  

• 2 schools in the city are below 30% combined. One of these schools shows a significant decrease 
from 2016 results. Both of these schools are part of Reach South West.  

• As progress data has not been released from the LA to date, it is likely that a number of other 
schools will be on this cause for concern list and be seeking S2S support.  

 
Secondary  
Progress  

• There are at least 6 secondary schools below floor standard for progress (-0.5) in 2017.  

• 5 out of 6 of these schools are below floor standard in all measures and overall.  

• 1 out of 3 schools is below floor standard in all areas except English, including overall.  

• 3 schools have an overall progress measure of -0.99 or worse.  

• Once 2017 ‘coasting schools’ data is published by the DFE, there are a number of secondary schools 
which will fall into this category for certain subjects as progress measures are close to the 2016 
threshold.  

 
Attainment  

• 13 secondary schools are below national averages (2016) for overall attainment 8.  

• 10 of these secondary schools are below national average (2016) for English. 4 of these schools are 
significantly below the national averages.  

• 12 secondary schools are below national averages (2016) for Maths. 3 of these schools are 
significantly below national averages.  

• 15 secondary schools are below the national averages (2016) for basic 9-5, with 10 schools more 
than 30% below national averages.  

• 10 secondary schools are below the national averages (2016) for basic 9-4, with schools more than 
30% below national averages.  

 
Therefore, it is likely that there are 6 secondary schools who will require S2S from PTSA, in varying levels 
of support needed. When coasting schools’ data is published this may increase further.  
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School code Most 

Recent 
Rating (G = 
Improved 
Y = 
same/drop 
insp. 2017) 

Prev 
Rating 

School 
contribution 

SF Funding 
schools on 
current AP  
2015-2018 

National 
College 
Funding 
STSS 

EDT 2015/16 
PEER 
REVIEW 

Grant 
Remaining 
October 
2017 

SSIF RD 1 
(Additional 
schools not on 
this list) 

Comments 

1.  2 2 20,000 15,500     £320.00 20,000 July 2017: contacted HT regarding support 
and SSIF/ORACY. No reply 

2.  2 3 5350 6915     £2,350.00 5350   

3.  3 3     £10k Y £5,422.00   July 2017 SSIF eligible. On Oracy 

4.  2 3   11,520 (to 
include NC 
Grant) 

£7,500 Y £1,432.00   From RI - Good. S2S AP & support central to 
inspection focus: S2S Minutes: 'Inspection 
2016 Action Plan has been looked at by 
Ofsted and are happy with the plan, they are 
very pleased with PTSA support, the school 
would have really struggled without the 
support'. 

5.  3 2 1000 4,900 £10k Y £1,708.00 1000 AP approved May 2016 

6.  2 3 450   £7,500 Y £6.00 450 Significant progress. 

7.  3 3   7,175      £3,275.00   Previously signed off. Evidence of impact of 
support from PLA however, additional issues 
have arisen that require further support. 

8.  2 3   16,390   ? £13,302.50   Watching brief. 
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9.  2 3   8,950      £5,287.50   From RI - Good. S2S AP & support central to 
inspection focus and progress. 

10.  3 3 1,800  8,490 £10k Y £4,932.00 1,800    

11.  2 3 8180 6075     £4,065.00 8180 AP approved 19.2.16 

12.  1 3             Outstanding across the board. PTSA cited as 
significant in improvement. 1.11.16 

13.                  SATs July 17 t.b.c. 

14.  2 1   £7,525.00   Y £2,112.50   KSP brokered May 2016 

15.  3 2   6515   y £6,240.00   Excellent GCSE results 
OfstedGOOD 
Signed off 16.                  

17.                 

18.  2 3             Declined S2S support March 2016 

19.  3 3 500 £3,415.00  £5,000 Y £145.00 500 New support brokered Nov 17 

20.  2 3 £1,000 £7,500.00   Y £3,250.00 £1,000 STSS successful. KDK support. Further action 
17/18 

21.  2 1  £6,205.00     Y £2,340.00  £6,205.00  Signed off 9-2-16 

22.  2 3       Y     NEW HT KEEN TO ENGAGE WITH ORACY. 
REPLIED TOO LATE FOR SSIF. 

23.  2 3 2,515.00  9000 £10k   £940.00 2,515.00  HT now LLE 

24.  2 3 £10,000 7500 
(including 
NCTL 
grant) 

£10k Y £0 £10,000 Remaining AP from grant 

25.  2 2             Currently signed-off 
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26.  2 3     £7,500   £4,165.00   Self-referred. KSP & Plan in place 

27.  3 2 5310  5310   Y £4,372.50 5310  Requested support following SATs via DM 
not PTSA 

28.  2               Self-referral supported by LA. New HT. 
Support in place with NLE 

29.  3     7300   Y £6,575.00   Support yet to start. STSS applied. Negative 
progress 8 

30.  - -     £17,820.00 WITHDRAWN £9,345.00   NCTL Grant. Leadership Change = delay 

31.  4 - £19,560   £19560 
T.B.C. 

  £6,785.00 £19,560 NCTL Grant. Good progress evident 

32.  2       7,500 y £7,500.00   NCTL Grant round 4. PR4M progress in 
reading- good evidence of impact on data 

33.  3               NLE X 2 brokered but request for support 
postponed until after summer 17 results at 
request of HT 

34.  3               NLE brokered via PTSA. No further request 
for support from school/CAST 

35.  4       School 
hold STSS 
Emergency 
Fund 

      Emergency fund applied for by CAST with 
PTSA as named support. July 17 
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36.  4       STSS £10K 
plus 
emergency 
fund £32k 

    E10,E12,E11 Support in place 

37.  due           £2,395.00 E12 NLE TO CONTINUE QA PTSA support to 
continue until MAT. July 2017 

38.        2350       yes   

 

 

Figure 3: School-to-school support
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PTSA STRAND UPDATES 

 

PTSA general update Dr Jim Rogers, Donna Briggs and Jen Eastwood 

 

Update: 

• Ria Croot joined PTSA admin team 30th October 2017. 

• PTSA were successful in SSIF Round 1 funding for the Plymouth Oracy Project and were awarded a grant of £374,496. Donna 
Briggs is the Project lead and there are 30 eligible schools involved with the project. 12 places have also been allocated 
regional TSAs and there is one free place for each Plymouth school. The closing date for bookings was 31st October 2017 and 
to date the bookings total 117 places. There are 30 SLE/PLE/Oracy Champion places to support the eligible schools. To date 
the Primary allocation is almost filled but there are some significant gaps in the Secondary schools. Requests for nominations 
were shared at the PTSA Conference, PLT DHT meeting and within the PLP Newsletter. Training will be held at Plymouth 
Marjon University and our first DFE Monitoring visit will be at the end of November. Judy Clark and Clare Warner will support 
secondary schools to resolve the recruitment issues.  

• PTSA are also running Phonics for Fluency and Closing the Gap at Year 5 Maths projects, delivered by All Saints TSA. There are 
13 schools involved with the phonics project and 5 SLEs have been allocated and trained to support these schools. There are 6 
schools involved within the maths project as we are currently allocating 6SLEs to supporting roles. Donna Briggs is the 
strategic lead in PTSA for both projects, with Heidi Price as the operational lead for Phonics and Jody Trayte for Maths.  

• Launch events for oracy, phonics and maths have all taken place on Tuesday 31st October at China Fleet Country Club. HTs 
and CoGs from all eligible schools attended and the Oracy launch was supported by a keynote speech from Jean Gross CBE.  

• Autumn Conference October 6th speakers included: RSC, TSC SW, Nordic Schools, Gary Wilson OUP, Rebecca Earnshaw School 
21. Launch of Oracy project by Donna Briggs and Ciara Moran. Initial results from the evaluations were very positive, Gary 
Wilson and Beccy Earnshaw were particularly popular guest speakers. PTSA also took the opportunity to survey attending 
schools about our future offer and results are being analysed. Income was in line with 2016 indicating a similar level of 
interest in the conference. 

• School Direct has started well for 2017-18. All students have settled into schools well and Donna and Jen have visited 2 
schools to offer mentor training. Jen, Donna and Ria will be making pastoral visits to all students in Term 2. The ITE Board met 
on 16th October and it was decided that students need to be monitored for punctuality, attendance, dress code and overall 
attitude during the subject knowledge sessions as some issues had been raised from student reps and SLEs. Donna has sent 
an email to all students to share the expectations and will drop into a number of the subject knowledge sessions. Planning for 
the 2018-19 School Direct programme has started and UCAS have confirmed that PTSA have 36 Primary places (including 8 
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maths) and 37 secondary places (4 Biology, 4 Chemistry, 4 Physics, 4 MFL, 3 PE, 6 Maths, 6 Geography, 6 English). A Train to 
Teach recruitment fayre will be hosted by PTSA on 5th December 2017 and the ITE Board will support in interview 
preparations. Pre course tasks will be set for the first time in 2018-19 and a specific mentor training event for PTSA mentors 
will be help in July 2018. It will be made clear to schools requesting students for 2018-19 that this is a non salaried place and 
therefore schools cannot choose to pay students themselves. This is as a result of an arising issue with the current student/ 
school.  

• EDT wish PTSA to become a hub lead for peer review in SW. Director is actively recruiting MATs. Those to express interest are: 
White Horse Federation, CAST, Launceston MAT and possibly SMART (Saltash). Donna and Jim are to attend a meeting in 
Reading on 16th November 2017 to discuss this further. Plymouth schools have confirmed their clusters for 2017-18 and are 
awaiting schools from outside of the city to join them.  

• Karen Menis and Heidi Price – continue to work in their PTSA support roles for Leadership and CPD. Donna meets with them 
monthly. There are some urgent issues within some hubs, as well as providing LLE/PLE inductions and training which are 
currently being planned.  

• New LLEs recruitment –Dan Roberts from DHSB has submitted an application and an interview date is TBC. A LLE induction is 
planned for December 2017 for any successful candidates from November interviews and new LLEs from Summer 2017.  

• New PLE recruitment – the PLE window has opened and so far we have had a number of applications. An additional evidence 
strand, linked to school performance and data, has been added to application to support the QA process.  

• PLE to SLE – Two PLEs have submitted applications to become SLEs and have both been approved.  

• New website has been launched and Mandi Ingram from HVFS has been supporting the population of the calendar, 
PLE/SLE/LLE/NLE profiles and Hub pages. A PTSA promotional video has also been created. This is to be added to the PTSA 
website and has been shared with all staff in Plymouth secondary schools. 

• SSIF Round 2 application has been submitted with PTSA as lead. This is in response to ‘commission’ from PEB and through 
discussions with RSC and LA. The bid responds to poor KS4 and KS5 results and cited need for leadership development and 
peer review. It has become a large (the largest?) bid, with particular support from SWTSA, but also with DTSA, CTSA,TTSA, 
EDT White Horse Federation and Plymouth University. 57 secondaries have committed including MOST from Plymouth, circa 
£945k. Project management will be shared with SWTSA. 

• New ‘Aspiring TS Grant’ and TS applications open for November 2017 JR is working with 3 potential new TSs to ensure 
partnership and collaboration exists across Plymouth. JR would welcome further secondary capacity 

• 95% of responses to questionnaire regarding PTSA’s future wanted to see this secured, and all of these willing to be paid 
members. Membership offer and tariff needs to be finalised 
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Challenges/Actions: 
➢ SSIF2 project development if successful in funding application 
➢ Popularity of the Oracy Project within Plymouth schools. There have been a number of other TSAs interested in this and PTSA 

are considering a franchise model for the Plymouth Oracy Project as well as additional training days if the trainers have 
availability.  

➢ Security of PTSA next year. JR has been in discussion with LA and key stakeholders but there is more work to do in light of the 
LA review of services. PTSA are considering a subscription/ membership model.  

 

• JR wishes to develop school visits for leaders in England and internationally, as a means of developing leadership and as 
an income for PTSA. Heidi Price and Donna Briggs will look at opportunities in England including London and School 21. 
Jim has an opportunity to put a visit together to Denmark, Finland and possibly Norway through contacts. Jim would like 
permission to conduct a pre-visit in spring 2018 for a visit in the autumn.  

 

PTSA strand update S2S Dr Jim Rogers 

 

Update: 

• SSIF 1 Oracy will support many of the S2S schools 

• Currently 12 schools on S2S 

• Heles: positive Ofsted outcome 

• Challenges presented to identify secondary SLE support with capacity to support secondary schools. Notably St Boniface who 
have secured their own emergency fund therefore PTSA cannot be accountable for support. Also for Plymouth Studio School – 
Plympton Academy have been brokered to provide informal headteacher support with a view to having a more formal review. 

• Refer to separate document identifying the number of schools that may require further support. 
 

Challenges/Actions: 

• Secondary SLE capacity 

• School Forum – not clear whether the last round of funding will allow PTSA to be brokered to support any new cases  

Strategic questions for the Board: 
1. No questions but to state we may have to focus on SSIF only for S2S if no further funding allows us to deliver S2S support. 
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PTSA strand update ITE Jen Eastwood 

Update School Direct, 2017-18 (October): 
Operational update 

• The School Direct trainees are underway and are settling into their studies at Marjon and placements at their host schools.  
Two Primary trainees withdrew from the course in the first week.   

• Contrasting placements for Primary trainees will need to be arranged and communicated as soon as possible. 

• Marjon have updated several forms since the PTSA School Direct Handbook was checked and printed/sent out.  The updated 
forms have been sent to trainees. 

• A couple of queries have been raised by trainees, both in Primary and Secondary settings.  The queries are being 
reviewed/answered by Donna and Jen, with the support of Marjon.   

• Two school visits have been carried out by Donna and Jen.  The mentors from these schools were unable to attend the Marjon 
Mentor Conference, so the visit enabled PTSA to clarify expectations of the Mentor and answer questions about the course 
and paperwork.  School visits will continue after half term.  

• The first tutor group meeting was held in September.  Meetings will be held on a half-termly frequency at the tutor’s school.  
Tutors to update PTSA following the meetings. 

• Half of the Secondary SK input sessions have been delivered by the collective partnership (PTSA, SDCC, DACCA & Marjon).  The 
next half will take place from the start of Spring Term 2. 

 
Primary 
21 Primary trainees  

• 10 General Primary 

• 6 Primary with PE 

• 5 Primary with Maths 
 
Secondary 
9 Secondary trainees 

• 2 PE 

• 2 Maths 

• 1 English 

• 3 Geography 
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• 1 Biology  
 
School Direct 2018-19 

• Allocations have been confirmed and are in line with previous years.   

• A Train to Teach event has been booked on 12th December and will be held at High View School.  Training providers from the 
region will be invited to attend the event. Schools will be asked to publicise the event to potential applicants. 

• UCAS opens on 26th October.  Schools will be asked to host Primary interview dates across the year.   

• The Secondary subject interview day will be reviewed to streamline the process and reduce the time to half a day, rather than 
a full day. Suggestions are to remove the portfolio discussion and update the interview panel questions to reflect what is 
asked during this task. The student panel could also be removed and students could ask questions at the end of the teaching 
episode.  

• The PTSA School Direct Handbook will be reviewed by Donna before the 2018-19 course begins. 
 
 

 
 

PTSA strand update CPD/Leadership/lead educators Karen Menis/Heidi Price/Donna Briggs  

 

Update: 
Operational update 

• SSIF is dominating regional and local activity for TSs, MATs and Local Authorities. Regional priorities include: Maths, 
Leadership, Oracy, EYFS, Disadvantaged. Jim is tasked with coordinating this across sub-region D, and ensuring we have the 
right ‘offer’ for Plymouth. Oracy has been recognised as a priority because of the work put in to the Oracy project for round 1. 
This is attracting a lot of attention from elsewhere. Leadership, and a programme for secondaries is being encouraged. 

• Jim is currently working on a SSIF Round 2 funding application linked to leadership. This will involve secondary schools within 
the city and Jim will be working with PLT and the Local Authority to share this project. We need to be careful this does not 
conflict with the leadership pathway below. 

• Round one SSIF Funding was successful for The Plymouth Oracy Project. There are 31 eligible schools involved, 19 primary 
schools, 11 secondary schools and 1 special school. We have been able to offer one free place per Plymouth school and this 
has been very popular. Due to numbers we are unable to provide additional places from non-eligible schools. The training will 
all take place at Plymouth Marjon University and we have been well supported with venue and QA. The launch for 
Headteachers and Chairs of Governors is on 31st October 2017 at the China Fleet Country Club and Jean Gross will be leading 
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this session. SLE/PLE/ Oracy Champions are currently being identified and selected, we hope to use some people from non-
eligible schools to reduce the number of attendees at the training.  

• There are 13 Plymouth primary schools taking part in a SSIF funded phonics project, specifically within Year 1. 5 SLEs have 
been allocated to support this project and schools have been placed in clusters. The initial training has been completed at 
Ellacombe Academy and currently we are finalising the MoU and action plan with ASTSA so we can send relevant information 
to schools.  We hope that the phonics launch event will take place on the afternoon of 31st October. Donna Briggs is the 
strategic lead for the project and Heidi Price is the operational lead.  

• There are 6 confirmed schools taking part in the SSIF funded maths project. The first strategic meeting has taken place for this 
project, attended by Jody Trayte to represent PTSA. We are awaiting final financial and planning information from Tracey 
before we can send information to the eligible schools. Donna Briggs is the strategic lead for this project.  

• There have been 80 instances of CPD delivered since September 2016.  This has been made up of strategic and open hub 
meetings, the PTSA Conference, SLE and PLE training and subject hub courses. 

Courses have been well attended and bookings have been maximised by PTSA sending reminders about individual courses shortly 
before they are due to be delivered.   

• Invoicing is up-to-date and course income and expenditure is coded by PTSA when sent to the Finance team to record funds 
for subject hubs. 

• Karen Menis Update - Hub Leader support meetings continue to meet three times a year, with two meetings held since the 
last report.  Attendance has increased to 60% attendance.  We have been working closely with Matt from Immattination to 
work towards populating and launching the ‘Hubs section’ of the website.  This has been a challenging process as Hub leaders 
need to build their confidence in populating the website and in some cases, using IT.  Support from Mandi Ingram (from High 
View) has been invaluable in moving this initiative forward.  It is hoped following our next meeting on 3rd October that we will 
be ready to launch.  Our next focus will be to look at action plans and ensure there is some consistency in approach. 

• During 2016-2017, PTSA have been co-leading the SW Leadership Targeted Support Fund Project with Dartmoor Teaching 
School. We have now held the final two network sessions in Tavistock.  There has been an average of 80% attendance (PTSA 
System Leaders) over the first four sessions.  Heidi has held the final two coaching days, which the system leaders have 
responded very positively to, with 100% attendance. The final session enabled system leaders to feedback to their peers 
about their project outcomes and personal learning.  The reflections on their growing system leadership skills were a privilege 
to listen to.  We now need to consider how to use the skills of those five PTSA System Leaders, who are not within the SLE/PLE 
group, are to be used, so this project has a legacy for the city. 

• Emerging Leaders ran as a parallel course, which has now ended.  We received very positive feedback from delegates and 
once again the projects were presented in the final session.  Jim Rogers was in attendance and heard the good work that has 
been going on across the city within our schools. 
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• Head teacher Induction Programme has been completed for the 2016-17 cohort, with a final session on Property and 
Compliance, which was poorly attended.  The delegates have asked for us to run a second year of the programme and so 
Headspace is to be run this year.  We have also begun a further group working through Headfirst, which is a re-run of the 
previous years’ course following feedback from the previous group.  This session was poorly attended, due to information 
going out very late and the CPD booklet being circulated late in September. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This needs some explanation to Head teachers, as well as populating known gaps and identifying new needs.  The Supporting 
System Leadership course, based on last year’s project has been cancelled due to lack of take-up.  Some thought needs to 
given to how this is used to support leaders new to System Leadership. 

• Heidi Price update: Last term we ran the final parts of the New Headteacher course. This course was not well attended 
throughout the year as we did not have the engagement of the secondary heads consistently although they did value the visit 
to Bristol. On reflection, it maybe because their role is so different to primary heads and they have staff who carry out the 
roles which many primary heads find they have to do. This term we have started the new course but advertising for this did 
not go out until two days before the course started and therefore we didn’t have a high take up. We hope this will improve 
and it might be that we ring and personally invite the new heads along.  

• We have advertised middle leaders’ course which is viable with numbers; subject leaders (which is not yet viable); system 
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leaders which is not yet viable and needs to be advertised again as we are not sure schools understand the role. We also 
carried out interviews and appointed three new LLEs who will need induction this term. We would like to go through another 
interview round this term with a focus on secondary heads.  

• Last term we also ran training update for PLEs and SLEs so that they were clear of the areas of focus for this year and we ran 
several sessions for hub leads to ensure that all our systems are up and running. The key part of this work was the website 
and we are nearly ready to launch this.  

• We are planning to combine the work the SLEs are doing with oracy and phonics with the role of system leader. The biggest 
challenge for us this term is marketing and getting the website well known.  

 

• SLEs and PLEs continue to be  grouped by subject specialism and linked to a subject hub which enables PTSA to direct subject 
specific communications about courses to the relevant people. PTSA also facilitate communication between the hub lead and 
hub members. Over the coming year Donna will meet with all SLE/PLE at a number of set meetings to ensure engagement, 
share the PTSA projects for the year and feedback on Plymouth local needs. Donna has also attended the Hub Leader meeting 
with Karen.  

• Data Sharing – Dan Roberts is currently working with secondary schools in the city on sharing data with each other. This will 
allow for the identification of joint strengths, areas to develop and where support can be found within the city.  

Challenges/Actions: 

• Do we have the city data for this year including the breakdown of individual schools for disadvantaged/ other pupils? Are we 
planning to analyse this data to assess further CPD needs etc? 

• Responding to needs with Secondary Schools based on latest data. We need to build LLE and SLE capacity where there is 
quality as recruitment for the oracy project has highlighted the issues.  

• Expect more teaching schools to be in Plymouth soon. 

• Liaising with All Saint Teaching School Alliance with Maths Project. 

• Popularity of The Plymouth Oracy Project means we could potentially have over 120 delegates at each training session. 

• Embedding strategies through repeated practice – for example the reading project.  

• Course bookings and timescales if courses need to be cancelled.  
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PTSA strand update Educational Research Dr Jim Rogers/Donna Briggs  

 

Update: 

• SSIF creates opportunities to engage practitioners as researchers and this has support from Marjon. This is also 
supported by RSC office, with the new deputy RSCs advocates.  

• The Chartered College of Teaching membership has been offered to all subject hub leaders. This involves access to up 
to date research projects from across the country, some training opportunities for the hubs as well as Plymouth 
projects possibly being published in the quarterly publication. 

• Marjon will be offering some Masters accredited modules to teachers leading the oracy project in eligible schools.  
 

Challenges/Actions: 

•  Identification of suitable SLEs for research training. 
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